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AbstratSupervised learning, whih is often used in land over (themati) las-si�ation of remote sensing imagery, has two limitations: �rst these teh-niques require large amounts of aurate training data to aurately esti-mate underlying statistial model parameters and seondly, the indepen-dent and identially distributed (i.i.d) assumptions made by these teh-niques do not hold true in the ase of high-resolution satellite images.Reently, semi-supervised learning tehniques that utilize large unlabeledtraining samples in onjuntion with small labeled training data are be-oming popular in mahine learning, espeially in text data mining. Thesetehniques provide a viable solution to small training dataset problems;however, the tehniques do not exploit spatial ontext. In this paper weexplore methods that utilize unlabeled samples in supervised learning forlassi�ation of multi-spetral remote sensing imagery, while also takinginto aount the spatial ontext in the learning proess. We extendedthe lassial Expetation-Maximization (EM) tehnique to model spatialontext via Markov Random Fields (MRF). We have onduted severalexperiments on real data sets and our lassi�ation proedure shows animprovement of 10% in overall lassi�ation auray. Further studies areneessary to assess the true potential and usefulness of this tehnique invarying geographi settings.Keywords: MAP, MLE, EM, Spatial Context, Auto-orrelation, MRF, semi-supervised learning, mixture models

1 IntrodutionNew approahes are needed to extrat useful patterns from inreasingly largeremote sensing and geo-spatial databases in order to understand global limatihanges, vegetation dynamis, oean proesses, et. Remote sensing provides1



ontinuous data of large geographi regions. The multi-spetral and multi-temporal digital imagery aquired by using remote sensing has appliations inareas suh as natural resoure monitoring, themati mapping, ood and �redisaster monitoring, target detetion, and urban growth modeling. The newgeneration of high spatial (and spetral) resolution satellites are aquiring hugeamounts of image data. It is estimated that the EROS data enter (EDC) alonehas arhived about 200,000 gigabytes of remote sensing imagery and this amountis expeted to grow to 2.4 million gigabytes by the year 2005 [10℄. There is agreat demand for aurate land use and land over lassi�ation derived fromremotely sensed data in the appliations mentioned above. Inreasing spatialand spetral resolution puts several onstraints on supervised lassi�ation. Theinreased spetral resolution requires a large amount of aurate training data.Colleting ground truth data for a large number of samples is very diÆult,espeially in emergeny situations like forest �res, land slides, oods, et. Inthis paper we explore methods that utilize unlabeled samples in supervisedlearning. Objetives of this study are to understand the e�etiveness of semi-supervised learning with unlabeled samples for multi-spetral remote sensingimage lassi�ation and extend this method to model spatial ontext in learningproess. Towards these objetives, �st we developed a semi-supervised learningmethod based on expetation maximization (EM) algorithm and later extendedit using the MRF model to inorporate spatial ontext.1.1 Problem FormulationLet us now formalize the semi-supervised learning method.Given:A spatial framework S onsisting of sites sij ordered as an l � p matrix,where l is the number of lines and p is the number of pixels, andf1 � i � l; 1 � j � pg.A d�dimensional feature vetor at eah site sij , is represented by xij ,where xij is a ontinuous random variable.A set of disrete labels Y = fy1; : : : ; ykg, where k is the total number ofdistint labelsTraining Dataset D = Dl [Du, where Dl ontains labeled training plotsand Du ontains unlabeled training plots.A parametri model (e.g., Gaussian).Find: Estimate parameter vetor � (e.g., f�i;�ig).Objetive:Maximize omplete data log-likelihood L(�).
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Constraints:Feature vetors in training plots are spatially orrelated, that is, thegeneral independent and identially distributed (i.i.d) assumptionsdo not hold.The size of the labeled training data set is less than the desired numberfor aurate estimation of model parameters, that is, jDlj < (10 �100)� jfeaturesjPaper organizationRest of this report is organized as follows. In Setion 2 we provide basi sta-tistial framework for Bayesian lassi�ation and maximum likelihood basedparameter estimation. Basi semi-supervised learning sheme was devised inSetion 3. In Setion 4 we desribe basi MRF model. Spatial extension ofsemi-supervised learning method was desribe in Setion 5. Experimental re-sults were desribed in Setion 6 followed by onlusions and future diretionsin Setion 7.
2 Statistial lassi�ation frameworkIn this setion we present a general statistial framework for lassi�ation ofmulti-spetral remote sensing image data. Eah pixel in a remotely sensed im-age an be thought of as a feature vetor (x) and as an instane of a ontinuousrandom variable. A ontinuous random variable is desribed by a probabilitydensity funtion (p(�)). In the lassi�ation of a remote sensing image, our ob-jetive is to assign a lass label (y) to eah pixel (x) based on a ertain deisionriterion. Maximum likelihood lassi�ation (MLC) and maximum a posteri-ori (MAP) lassi�ation are two of the most widely used lassi�ers in remotesensing. Bayesian deision theory plays a entral role in statistial pattern las-si�ation. MLC and MAP are based on Bayesian deision theory.2.1 Bayesian Classi�ationIn the Bayesian approah, the objetive is to �nd the most probable set of lasslabels given the data (feature) vetor and a priori or prior probabilities for eahlass. Formally, we an state Bayes' formula as:P (yijx) = p(xjyi)P (yi)p(x) (1)Bayes' formula allows us to ompute the posterior probability (P (yijx)) pro-vided that we know the lass onditional probability density (p(xjyi)) and thea priori probability distribution (P (yi)). The term p(x) is often alled the ev-idene fator, that is, the probability of �nding a feature vetor x from any ofM lasses and is given by:
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p(x) = MXj=1 p(xjyi)P (yi) (2)The evidene p(x) ats as a sale fator that guarantees that the posteriorprobabilities sum to one; it has no onsequene on the deision rule and is thusoften omitted from the deision rule. For a two lass (y1; y2) problem, the Bayes'deision rule is given by:Deide y1 if P (y1jx) > P (y2jx); otherwise deide y2.Let us now formally de�ne the Bayesian lassi�ation.Let X be an image omposed of N -dimensional pixels, where N orrespondsto the number of features (e.g. blue, green, red bands in a multi-spetral image)yi; i = 1; :::;M , be the ith lass label, and where M is the total numberof lassesx is a feature vetorp(yijx); i = 1; :::;M are the onditional probability densities referred toas a posteriori probabilities.Then the Bayes' deision rule is given by:
x 2 yi if p(yijx) > p(yj jx) 8j 6= i: (3)That is, the pixel x (feature vetor) belongs to lass yi if p(yijx) ismaximum.Often the deision rule in the Equation 3 is expressed in terms of a set ofdisriminant funtions gi(x); i = 1; : : : ;M , wheregi(x) = lnfp(xjyi)P (yi)g (4)Equation 3 an be rewritten as:x 2 yi if gi(x) > gj(x) 8j 6= i: (5)The unknown onditional probabilities p(yijx) an be estimated if suÆienttraining samples for the lasses are available. Then the objetive of lassi�ationis to �nd the lass yi for whih the gi(x) is maximum.
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2.2 Maximum likelihood and maximum a posteriori las-si�ationThe outome of a Bayesian deision rule is determined by the lass onditionaldensities p(xjyi) as well as the a priori probabilities P (yi). For p(xjyi), if weassume a multivariate normal or Gaussian density, then p(xjyi) is given byp(xjyi) = 1p(2�)�N j�ije�12 (x��i)tj�ij�1(x��i) (6)where �i and j�ij are the mean vetor and ovariane matrix of the data forany given lass yi. The p(xjyi) is also alled the likelihood of yj with respet to x.If we have no knowledge about the prior distributions P (yi), then we an assumethat all lasses are equally probable, that is, P (y1) = P (y2) = : : : = P (yM ). Asa onsequene, we an further drop a priori term P (yi) in the omputation ofthe disriminant funtion gi(x); the resulting lassi�er is known as the maximumlikelihood lassi�er (MLC).The MLC is given by substituting p(xjyi) (given in eq. 4 in gi(x) and sim-plifying gives the following disriminant funtion:gi(x) = � ln j�ij � (x� �i)tj�ij�1(x� �i) (7)On the other hand, if have knowledge about the prior distributions P (yi),then the resulting lassi�er is known as the maximum a posterior (MAP), andthe disriminant funtion is given by:gi(x) = ln P (yi)� 12 ln j�ij � �12 (x� �i)tj�ij�1(x� �i) (8)The Covariane matrix � plays a key role in disriminant analysis. Co-variane aounts for the shape (size and orientation) of lasses in the featurespae.The e�etiveness of ML/MAP lassi�ation depends on the quality of theestimated parameter vetor � (e.g., mean vetor � and the ovariane matrix� for eah lass) from the training samples.2.3 Parameter estimationIn setion 2.2 we assumed that the form of lass onditional density p(xjyi) wasmultivariate normal. This assumption redues the diÆult problem of estimat-ing unknown density funtion p(xjyi) into a simpler parameter (�) estimationproblem. Here we use a well-known parameter estimation tehnique, maximumlikelihood estimation (MLE), to obtain the parameter vetor � from the trainingsamples.Given an M -lass problem, let us assume that we have M number of train-ing sample datasets eah organized by a lass, D1; : : : ; DM , where samples inDj have been drawn independently aording to a multivariate normal densityfuntion p(xjyj). Let us denote the orresponding parameter vetor as �j . The
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dependene of p(xjyj) on parameter vetor �j is denoted expliitly by p(xjyj ; �j)(or sometimes by p(xjyj ; �j)). Suh samples are known as independent and iden-tially distributed (i.i.d) random variables. That is, the data from one lass donot a�et the parameter estimation of the other lasses. As a result, we anfurther simplify our notation for lass onditional density as p(Dj�) (or p(D; �)).Let us assume that D ontains n random samples, x1; : : : ; xN , drawn inde-pendently from the pdf p(xj�). Then p(Dj�) is given by,p(Dj�) = nYk=1 p(xkj�): (9)The p(Dj�) in Equation 9, whih is a funtion of �, is also known as thelikelihood funtion of � with respet to the data D (set of training samples fora given lass). The likelihood funtion is often represented by the symbol l(�)or by l(�jD). The MLE of � is the parameter (�̂) that maximizes the likelihoodfuntion p(Dj�), and is given by�̂ = argmax� nYk=1 p(xkj�): (10)From standard di�erential alulus we know that the neessary ondition for�̂ to be maximum is that the gradient of the likelihood funtion with respet to� should be zero, that is, �Qnk=1 p(xkj�)�� = 0: (11)Often it is mathematially simpler to deal with the log-likelihood funtion,l(�) = ln p(Dj�). Sine the ln funtion is monotonially inreasing, the param-eter � that maximizes the likelihood funtion also maximizes the log-likelihoodfuntion. Solving Equation 11 for a multivariate normal distribution yield pa-rameters � and � as �̂ = 1n nXk=1xk (12)and �̂ = 1n nXk=1(xk � �̂)(xk � �̂)t: (13)The ML estimates have three very desirable properties. First, they areasymptotially unbiased, that is, they onverge in the mean to the true values;seond, they are asymptotially onsistent, that is, the estimates onverge inprobability; and third, the pdf of an ML estimate approahes the Gaussiandistribution as n!1. Unfortunately, all these desired properties are valid fora large number of training samples. Our motivation stems from the fat thatalthough, in reality, we have to deal with a small number of (labeled) trainingsamples, we an obtain a very large number of unlabeled training samples at no6



ost. Then the entral question is how an we augment the ML estimation ofparameters in the presene of a large number of training samples.
3 Semi-supervised LearningIn the previous setion, for simpliity we treated parameter estimation for eahlass (of M -lasses) separately based on M -training datasets. However, in thissetion we treat all lass samples together, by assuming that a given sampleomes from a �nite mixture of distributions. We reformulate the likelihood esti-mation for �nite mixture models and desribe a parameter estimation tehniquethat is based on expetation maximization algorithm and that also utilizes un-labeled training samples. First let us assume that eah sample xj omes from asuper-population D, whih is a mixture of a �nite number (M) of populationsD1; : : : ; DM in some proportions �1; : : : ; �M , respetively, where PMi=1 �i = 1and �i � 0(i = 1; : : : ;M). Compared to our disussion in Setion 2.1, wean think of �i as P (yi). Now we an model the data D = fxigni=1 as beinggenerated independently from the following mixture density.

p(xij�) = MXj=1 �jpj(xij�j) (14)Here pj(xij�j) is the pdf orresponding to the mixture j and parameter-ized by �j , and � = (�1; : : : ; �M ; �1; : : : ; �M ) denotes all unknown parametersassoiated with the M -omponent mixture density. For a multivariate normaldistribution, �j onsists of elements of the mean vetors �j and the distintomponents of the ovariane matrix �j . The log-likelihood funtion for thismixture density an be de�ned as:
L(�) = nXi=1 ln

24 MXj=1 �jpj(xij�j)
35 : (15)In general, Equation 15 is diÆult to optimize beause it ontains the lnof a sum term. However, this equation greatly simpli�es in the presene ofunobserved (or inomplete) samples. Let us now pose X as an inompletedataset, and assume that we have unobserved data Y = yini=1 suh that yi tellsus whih omponent density generated eah xi. Assuming that we know thevalues of Y , the log-likelihood in Equation 15 an be simpli�ed as:

L(�) = ln(P (X;Y )j�)) = nXi=1 ln(P (xijyi)P (y)) = nXi=1 ln(�yipyi(xij�yi)): (16)
However, in many supervised learning situations, the lass labels (yi)'s arenot available. However, assuming the the initial parameters �k an be guessed
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(as in lustering), or an be estimated (as in semi-supervised learning), we aneasily ompute pj(xij�kj ) in eq. 14. Now, using Bayes' rule, we an omputep(yijxi;�k) = �kyipyi(xij�kyi)p(xij�k = �kyipyi(xij�kyi)PMj=1 �kj pj(xij�kj ) (17)So, the expetation maximization (EM) algorithm at the �rst step maximizesthe expetation of the log-likelihood funtion, using the urrent estimate of theparameters and onditioned upon the observed samples. In the seond step ofthe EM algorithm, alled maximization, the new estimates of the parameters areomputed. The EM algorithm iterates over these two steps until the onvergeneis reahed. These two steps are formalized below:E-step: At the ith step of the iteration, where �(i�1) is available, ompute theexpeted value ofQ(�;�(k�1)) = E hln p(X;Y j�)jX;�(k�1)i : (18)This step is alled the expetation step. In the funtion Q(�;�(k�1)), the�rst argument � orresponds to the parameters that needs to be opti-mized by maximizing the log-likelihood, and the seond argument �(k�1)orresponds to the urrent estimate of the parameters that we used toevaluate the expetation.M-step: Compute the new estimates of � by maximizing the Q(�;�(k�1)),that is, �nd: �(k) = argmax� Q(�;�(k�1)): (19)This seond step is alled the maximization step.These two steps are repeated until onvergene is reahed. The log-likelihoodfuntion is guaranteed to inrease until a maximum (loal or global or saddlepoint) is reahed. For multivariate normal distribution, the expetation E[:℄ (inEquation 19, whih is denote by pij , is the probability that Gaussian mixture jgenerated the data point i, and is given by:
pij = ����̂j����1=2 ef� 12 (xi��̂j)t�̂�1j (xi��̂j)gPMl=1 ����̂l����1=2 ef� 12 (xi��̂l)t�̂�1l (xi��̂l)g (20)

The new estimates (at the kth iteration) of parameters in terms of the oldparameters at the M-step are given by the following equations:�̂kj = 1n nXi=1 pij (21)
8



�̂kj = Pni=1 xipijPni=1 pij (22)
�̂kj = Pni=1 pij(xi � �̂kj )(xi � �̂kj )tPni=1 pij (23)The semi-supervised algorithm for lassi�ation of remotely sensed imagerybased on the EM algorithm just desribed above is given in Table 1.

Inputs: Training data set D = Dl [ Du, where Dl onsists of labeledsamples and Du ontains unlabeled samples.Initial Estimates: Build initial lassi�er (MLC or MAP) from the labeledtraining samples, Dl. Estimate initial parameter using MLE, to �nd �̂ (seeEquations 12 and 13)Loop: While the omplete data log-likelihood improves (see Equation 18):E-step: Use urrent lassi�er to estimate the lass membership ofeah unlabeled sample, that is, the probability that eah Gaussian mixtureomponent generated the given sample point, pij (see Equation 20).M-step: Re-estimate the parameter, �̂, given the estimated Gaus-sian mixture omponent membership of eah unlabeled sample (see Equa-tions 21, 22, 23)Output: A MLC or MAP lassi�er, that takes the given sample (featurevetor) and predits a label.Table 1: Semi-supervised Learning Algorithm
3.1 Modeling spatial ontext in lassi�ationThere are two major approahes for modeling spatial dependenies (ontext,neighborhood relationships, spatial autoorrelation) in predition/lassi�ationproblems, namely, spatial autoregressive models (SAR) and Markov random�elds (MRF). These two models were ompared in Shekhar et al. [8℄. Knowl-edge disovery tehniques whih ignore spatial autoorrelation typially performpoorly in the presene of spatial data. Often the spatial dependenies arise dueto the inherent harateristis of the phenomena under study, but in partiu-lar they arise due to the fat that the spatial resolution of imaging sensors are�ner than the size of the objet being observed. For example, remote sensingsatellites have resolutions ranging from 30 meters (e.g., the Enhaned ThematiMapper of the Landsat 7 satellite of NASA) to one meter (e.g., the IKONOSsatellite from Spae Imaging), while the objets under study (e.g., Urban, For-est, Water) are often muh larger than 30 meters. As a result, per-pixel-basedlassi�ers, whih do not take spatial ontext into aount, often produe lassi-�ed images with salt and pepper noise. These lassi�ers also su�er in terms oflassi�ation auray. Over the last deade, several researhers [9℄, [5℄, [11℄9



have exploited spatial ontext in lassi�ation using Markov Random Fields toobtain higher auraies over their ounterparts (i.e., non-ontextual lassi�ers).MRFs provide a uniform framework for integrating spatial ontext and deriv-ing the probability distribution of interating objets. In this paper we extendsemi-supervised learning to model spatial ontext using the MAP-MRF model.Let S be a remotely sensed image ontaining p number of pixels, and a setof random variables x = fx1; : : : ; xpg de�ned on S whih takes on a label (yi)from the label set Y . Let us now de�ne a on�guration y for the image S asy = fd1 = y1; : : : ; dp = ypg, where yi 2 Y (1 � i � p). A random �eld (Y ), withrespet to a given neighborhood system, is a Markov random �eld if it satis�esthree properties: positivity, markovianity, and homogeneity.A Markov Random Field is used to model the spatial ontext in p(yi). Fora Markov Random Field y, the onditional distribution of a point in the �eldgiven all other points is only dependent on its neighbors; given asp(y(i; j)jy(k; l); k; l 6= i; j = p(y(i; j)jy(k; l); k; l 2 s): (24)where s is the loal neighborhood of pixel at (i; j). Now the problem ishow to inorporate this MRF loality property into the MAP solution givenin eq. 8 Gibs Random Fields (GRF) provide an easy way of inorporating thisneighborhood information. GRFs are de�ned in terms of a joint distributionof random variables, whih is easier to ompute, as opposed to the onditionaldistribution given by MRFs. Gibs distribution for a given lique is de�ned as:p(y) = 1z e� 1T �CV(y) (25)where V(y) is the potential assoiated with lique , and C is the set of allliques. A lique is de�ned as a subset of points in X suh that if a and b areany two points ontained in lique , then a and b are neighbors. Simply, liquesare spei� groups of neighbors. A lique an be a single pixel, or two or morepixels suh that eah pixel is an immediate neighbor of the other [11℄.Aording to the Hammersley-Cli�ord theorem [2℄, there is a one-to-oneorrespondene between MRFs and GRFs. Therefore, if p(y) is formulated as aGibbs distribution, y should have the properties of a Markov random �eld. Fora �rst order neighborhood system, the prior distribution is given byp(y) = 1z e� 1T �CV(y) = 1z e�� 1T �Ct(y) (26)where t(y) is a step funtion. One possible funtion ist(y) = � �1 if C(i; j) = C(k; l):0 if C(i; j) 6= C(k; l):The parameter � is a weight whih emphasizes the homogeneity in the las-si�ed image. If � = 0, then this formulation redues to a non-ontextual lassi�-ation and as � inreases, more homogeneous regions are favored. By ombining
10



MAP and MRF, we get a more generi framework to model spatial dependen-ies. Now the MAP-MRF lassi�ation an be de�ned asŷMAP = Xs2X Udata(xs) + �XC t(y): (27)Several solutions for this formulation is are available in the literature, well-know algorithms are iterated onditional modes (ICM) [1℄ and stohasti re-laxations [3℄. We used ICM method in our implementation.3.2 Semi-supervised MAP-MRFIn the semi-supervised algorithm desribed in Table 1, we optimized ompletedata log-likelihood and ignored a priori probability P (y). However, MRF modelsspatial ontext in the a priori term, hene we optimize a penalized log-likelihood[4℄. So, for MRF model, eq. 16 an be rewritten as
ln(P (X;Y j�)) = �XC VC(y; �)� lnC(�) +Xi Xj Yij ln pj(xij�i) (28)
Then the E-step for a given �k, redues to omputing

Q(�;�k) =Xi Xj E(Yij jx; �k)lnpj(xij�i)�XE(V (Y; �)jx; �k)� lnC(�)(29)However, exat omputation of the quantities E(V (Y; �)jx; �k) and E(Yij jx; �k)in the eq. 29 are impossible [6℄. Also maximization of eq. 29 with respet to� is also very diÆult beause of omputing z = C(�) is intratable exeptfor very simple neighborhood models. Several approximate solutions for thisproblem in un-supervised learning an be found in [6, 7℄. We extended theapproximate solution provided in [6℄ for semi-supervised learning and showedits usefulness in improving land over and land use preditions from remotesensing imagery. The E-step is divided into two parts: �rst, we ompute om-plete data log-likelihood given by eq. 18 for all data points, seond, for the givenneighborhood, we iteratively optimize ontextual energy (eq. 27) using iteratedonditional models [1℄ algorithm. Sine the estimation of � the is diÆult [6℄,we assume that it is given a priori, and proeed with M-step as desribed in thesemi-supervised learning algorithm (see Table 1). Basi spatial semi-supervisedlearning sheme is provided in the Table 2.
4 Feasibility study resultsThe Cloquet study site enompasses Carlton County, Minnesota, whih is ap-proximately 20 miles southwest of Duluth, Minnesota. The region is predom-inantly forested, omposed mostly of upland hardwoods and lowland onifers.11



Inputs: Training data set D = Dl [ Du, where Dl onsists of labeledsamples and Du ontains unlabeled samples, s a neighborhood model, and� a homogeneity weight.Initial Estimates: Build initial lassi�er (MLC or MAP) from the labeledtraining samples, Dl. Estimate initial parameter using MLE, to �nd �̂ (seeEquations 12 and 13)Loop: While the omplete data log-likelihood improves (see Equation 18):E-step: Use urrent lassi�er to estimate the lass membership ofeah unlabeled sample, that is, the probability that eah Gaussian mixtureomponent generated the given sample point, pij (see Equation 20).ICM-step: Optimize ontextual energy given by eq. 27 usingICM [1℄ algorithm.M-step: Re-estimate the parameter, �̂, given the estimated Gaus-sian mixture omponent membership of eah unlabeled sample (see Equa-tions 21, 22, 23Output: An MAP-MRF lassi�er, that takes the given sample (featurevetor), a neighborhood model and predits a lass label.Table 2: Spatial Semi-supervised Learning Algorithm
There is a sattering of agriulture throughout. The topography is relativelyat, with the exeption of the eastern portion of the ounty ontaining the St.Louis River. Wetlands, both forested and non-forested, are ommon throughoutthe area. The largest ity in the area is Cloquet, a town of about 10,000. Twosenes were used for the Cloquet analysis. The �rst was a spring Landsat 7sene, taken May 31, 2000. The seond was a winter sene taken from Landsat5 on January 2, 2001.The initial experiment onsisted of a training data set made up of 9 landover lasses and 124 fully labeled sample plots. We used a 3 � 3 window atthe enter of eah plot to generate feature vetors, for a total of 1116 fullylabeled samples. These labeled samples were supplemented by 271 unlabeledand randomly generated plots, whih resulted in 2439 unlabeled samples.
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Figure 1: Summary of lassi�ation auraiesWe onduted experiments using both the semi-supervised and spatial semi-12



supervised learning algorithms and ompared them with Bayesian (MLC/MAP)lassi�er. The results were summarized in Figure 1. The �rst lassi�er (BC)is onstruted using only labeled training samples and the maximum likelihoodestimates (see Setion 3). The seond lassi�er is onstruted using the semi-supervised learning algorithm desribed in Table 1. This lassi�er used all2439 unlabeled training samples. The third lassi�er (BC-MRF) is an exten-sion of basi Bayesian lassi�er (BC) that inorporates spatial ontext via priordistribution (see Setion 4.1). The �nal lassi�er (BC-EM-MRF) is the spa-tial semi-supervised learning algorithm that ombines EM-MRF formulationsand also uses all unlabeled training samples. The results summarized in Fig-ure 1 shows that both semi-supervised and spatial semi-supervised learningalgorithms performed better than onventional lassi�ers.Figure 2 shows the lassi�ed images using all four methods for a small areafrom the north west orner of the full image. From these �gures it is learlyevident that the output generated by the semi-supervised learning algorithm isnot only aurate but is also more preferable in various appliation domains.Both the BC-MRF and BC-EM-MRF lassi�ers drastially redues the salt andpepper noise and produes an output that is more suitable for themati maponstrution. However, BC-EM-MRF lassifer is more aurate than BC-MRF.This improved auray over BC-MRF an attributed to the imporovemnt inparamter estimation using unlabeled training samples.
5 Conlusion and future diretionsIn this study �rst we presented a semi-supervised learning algorithm and laterextended it to inorporate spatial ontext via MRF model. The semi-supervisedmethod presented here uses the lassial EM algorithm to augment unlabeledsamples to improve initial estimates generated using a small set of trainingsamples. This methods is very useful in remote sensing data mining, as manytimes olletion of suÆient training samples for supervised learning is verydiÆult and ostly. However, semi-supervised learning method assumes thatthe training samples are independent and identially distributed, whih is nottrue in ase of remote sensing as the neighboring pixels are highly orrelated.We extended semi-supervised learning method to model the spatial ontext inthe learning proess using MRF model. The experimental results show that thespatial semi-supervised extension presented in this report performs better thanthe lassial Bayesian lassi�ers and it also posesses the desirable propertiesfrom the themati map onstrution point of view.In future we would like to investigate onvergene properties of the spatialsemi-supervised method and its robustness in the presene of noisy unlabeledtraining samples. We are arrying out several experiments on various remotesensing images obtained from di�erent geographi settings. EÆient formula-tions are also of important to us as these methods needs to be salable forregional and global remote sensing databases.
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(a) BC (b) BC-EM

() BC-MRF (d) BC-EM-MRF
Figure 2: Small portion from the NW orner of the Carleton image. (a)Bayesian (BC), (b) Semi-supervised (BC-EM), () MRF (BC-MRF) and (d)Spatial Semi-supervised (BC-EM-MRF)
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